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an emotionally intimate partner. “A stunt
is like a low-class chick, ” one respondent
explained. “I ain’t gonna get trapped up
[emotionally involved] with a girl like
that, she ain’t worth it, there’s too many
of them out to use you anyways….” In
contrast, a wifey is someone the man
wants to know as an individual, writes
Fosse. Dustin, an interviewee, says, “For
the wifey, you gotta feel more, you gotta
know where they comin’ from, you gotta
talk with her, it’s your girlfriend, some-
one you know, someone you trust, ’cause
it’s all about trust.”

The question of fidelity does not arise
with stunts. But even with wifeys, only
some men were interested in monogamy.
Where critics may view unfaithfulness as a
moral failing, Fosse’s research instead
points to social, psychological, and mater-
ial causes—the “money, masculinity, mor-
tality, and mistrust” of his title. “[A]rgu-
ments about black men’s oppositional
values, or their dependency on welfare,
alone don’t provide adequate explana-
tions” for infidelity, he says.

Money, in Fosse’s context, means not
only financial wherewithal, but also so-
cial resources: the availability of female
relatives to care for o≠spring, for exam-
ple, can lessen a man’s resistance to be-
coming a father. Masculinity draws sup-
port from the ability to attract sexual
partners: “[W]hen girls start payin’ at-
tention to you, that’s when you feel like a
real man, like you got it goin’ on,” one in-
terviewee explained. (That the men were
rewarded by the responses they got from
women—not necessarily from male
peers—belies the common assumption
that “stud” behavior by urban black
males is mostly intended to impress other
men.) Mortality—the frequency with
which relatives, friends, and acquain-
tances die at young ages, and the men’s
intimate contact with death—forms a
backdrop for carelessness in sexual mat-
ters. “[M]en view their own lives as un-
certain and devalued, “ says Fosse, “and
they see sexual risk as relatively unim-
portant, as opposed to other risks to their
health and safety.” Furthermore, a global
mistrust of women can grow from forlorn
childhood experiences. One man de-
scribed how, when he was 12 years old,

his sisters and his mother suddenly left
him: “I just came home one day, and there
was, like, nobody there…I didn’t know
where anybody went.”

Qualitative research of this kind can
enlighten social policies, which often tar-
get irrelevancies. For example, Fosse ar-
gues that raising the cost of fatherhood
through limits on welfare payments for
child support has scant if any e≠ect on
the procreative behaviors of poor men.
Drug and sexual awareness programs
may not reduce pregnancies, either, as the
men all understood the consequences of
having a child and were aware of and had
access to condoms.

“The men’s sexual infidelity often
arises from a profound sense of despair,
and not [from the lack of] a set of values
in their behaviors,” writes Fosse. He con-
cludes that men’s sexual infidelity is “not
so much a moral problem as a mental health

problem.” Consequently, interventions
emphasizing “traditional values are 
ine≠ective,” he writes, “unless they aim
at establishing trust between partners 
and within communities.”

Social policy also needs to de-stigma-
tize men and recognize that women are
partly to blame for unwed parenthood,
Fosse adds. Many inner-city women are
probably just as “unmarriageable” as the
men, he says, and they may assert their
independence through retaliatory ex-
ploitation. He suggests that educating
“both men and women about the conse-
quences of parenthood early in life would
likely make either of them less likely to
use their own o≠spring as a means 
toward establishing lasting intimate 
relationships.”                        �charles coe

nathan fosse e-mail address:
fosse@fas.harvard.edu

M
ost of us by now have had
problems communicating with
an oblivious headphone user
who ignores our impatient
repetitions of “Excuse me” at

ever-increasing volume. Don’t expect
that problem to clear up any time soon.

If anything, research suggests that it will
get worse, as headphone listeners go
from being deaf to the world to being
simply deaf.

The bright white iPod earplugs that
dangle from ear after ear on the bus, on
the sidewalk, at the gym, and every-
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Downloading Deafness
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where else may be partly to blame. Re-
search by instructor in otology and
laryngology Brian Fligor, who directs the
Diagnostic Audiology Program at Har-
vard Medical School, suggests that if
you’re not willing to trade them in for
something more old-fashioned, you
should at least be careful.

Fligor’s study, published in Ear and
Hearing, the journal of the American Audi-
tory Society, compares di≠erences in the
level of sound produced by large, over-
the-ear headphones, and by the small, in-
ear-style headphones typified by the iPod.
When playing the same recordings at the
same setting on the same CD player, the
smaller headphones produced sounds
that were louder by as much as 9 decibels
(dB), depending on the particular brand.
That’s enough to push safe listening into
unsafe territory. Decibels are measured on
a logarithmic scale: going from 60 to 70
decibels means having 10 times as much
force acting on the eardrum and inner ear.
In everyday terms, playing the noise of a
vacuum cleaner (60 dB) through in-ear
headphones would generate sound as
loud as a motorcycle engine’s (70 dB).

Fligor emphasizes that headphones
can’t really cause deafness; they can only
enable listeners to deafen themselves.
Decibel levels depend on both the head-
phones and the music player’s output, so
listeners can choose levels and durations
that won’t damage hearing. Fligor recom-

mends not exceeding 50 to 60 decibels
(usually the halfway level for a CD
player) for an hour of listening.

Unfortunately, many people don’t limit
themselves to safe levels. In the case of
home stereos or car radios, the tolerance
of neighbors or the length of the com-
mute are limiting factors, but with per-
sonal headphones, says Fligor, “There’s
no one to stop you but yourself.” A survey
by the National Acoustic Laboratories in
Australia suggests that we aren’t stop-
ping ourselves: a quarter of those sam-
pled regularly listened to headphones at
potentially hazardous levels.

What makes such high levels habitual?
Ironically, it’s the same quality that lets
the oblivious iPod user finally hear you
shout “Excuse me”—most in-ear
headphones don’t block back-
ground noise. Meanwhile, their
portability permits listening in
many di≠erent environments, even
noisy ones. Although it’s convenient
(and safer) to hear the tra∞c sounds
while jogging to iPod music, most
listeners compensate for intruding
noise by increasing the loudness of
their music proportionally. Com-
muters who regularly adjust their
music’s level to 60 dB (as loud as
people talking in the same room)
will dial the same tune up to 80 dB
or higher on a subway train. (Fligor
hopes that headphones that attenu-

ate background noise will someday ame-
liorate this problem.)

Thus far, the number of people who’ve
lost hearing via headphones is relatively
small—Fligor himself has only seen 5 such
patients, all with mild hearing loss—but
he believes that today’s cases are “the tip
of the iceberg.” He estimates that 10 to 20
percent of headphone users are at risk of
hearing loss due to their bad habits. But
because most listeners are young, their
partial deafness is not yet noticeable.
“We’re all gradually losing our hearing,”
he explains. “This just increases the rate of
that loss.”                                  �john la rue

brian fligor e-mail address:
brian.fligor@childrens.harvard.edu
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E
xtreme sports usually mean
speed, danger, or spectacular
stunts—things like snowboard-
ing, skateboarding, rock climbing.
They may reach heights (paraglid-

ing), or depths, as in free diving, whose
devotees submerge themselves far below
the ocean’s surface without air tanks. In
2003, free diver Tanya Streeter descended
on a weighted sled to a record depth of
400 feet and, using a balloon, returned to
the surface on a single breath, which—

when standing in a pool with her
face in the water—she can hold for
more than six minutes.

Another diver, Tom Sietas, boasts
the world record for a single-breath
hold: nine minutes and 58 seconds.
(The average adult can go about
one minute.) Recently, Streeter, Sietas,
and two other free divers came to the
Harvard School of Public Health
(HSPH) to help associate professor of
medicine Robert Banzett and his col-

league, research scientist Andrew Binks,
investigate dyspnea (shortness of breath,
or breathlessness). The divers’ visits
were part of a larger research program
run by assistant professor of anaesthesia
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Waiting to Inhale

World-class free
diver Tanya Streeter,
submerged while 
outfitted in some of
the gear, like extra-
long flippers, that
helps her dive to 
extraordinary depths
on a single breath
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